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CARBON AND NITROGEN ISOTOPES IN CR CHONDRITES; EVIDEIYLL 
FOR A SINGLE PARENT BODY? R.D. Ash and C.T. Pillinger (Dept. Earth Sciences, 

The Open University, Milton Keynes MK7 6AA). 

The carbon and nitrogen isotopic compositions of the Renazzo like carbonaceous chondrites 

offer an important means of establishing the origins and relationships, if any, of this peculiar 

meteorite type. The 'CR' chondrites are characterised by their CI-like refractory element patterns 

but are distinguishable by their depleted volatile elements (1). The mineralogy of the 'CRs' is also 

the most reduced of the carbonaceous chondrites, with abundant free metal. The hydrated matrix 

contains olivine and pyroxene with limited compositions mostly from Fo 96 to Fo 99.5 and Fs 1 

to Fs 5 respectively (2). The hydrogen and nitrogen isotopic compositions of the 'CRs' are the 
heaviest of any carbonaceous chondrite group, with 6D values in excess of +100Woo and 615N 

values in excess of +1200/00 (3,4). 

The bulk carbon and nitrogen content and isotopic composition have been determined using a 

stepped combustion technique for six of the eight known 'CR' meteorites: Renazzo, A1 Rais, 

EET 87770, Y790003, Y790112 and El Djouf 001 (several of the Saharan meteorites from the 

Acfer region which are believed paired with El Djouf 001 were also analysed). The results are 

shown in Table 1. 

The carbon stepped combustion of the 'CRs' show one or two releases of carbon; the first 

due to the combustion of organic material, the second due to the decrepitation of carbonate at 

650°C. In all the samples carbon is still being released at over the 700" to 900°C temperature 
range, with a 6 l 3 ~  between -2 and +2%0 except Renazzo where the amounts are larger and the 

613C drops to -16%0 

The bulk nitrogen data show a variability between +120%00 and +175%0, which may be 

partially due to variations in weathering or absorbed air content, but may also reflect inherent 

differences. 'CRs' are characterised by two major nitrogen yield maxima often with similar 6 1 5 ~  

values. The <600°C peak is probably from the combustion of an organic component and the 

second, the >600°C component, from the metal fraction. The low temperature nitrogen appears to 

be highly susceptible to terrestrial weathering effects as evinced by the 2W0o variation in the 6 l 5 ~  

between the pairs of the Saharan sample; but the total 'CR' range is ca. 5Wo0, from +131%0 in 

Y790003 and Y790112 up to +184%0 in EET 87770. Organic material in Renazzo-type meteorites 

appears to be 60 to 110%0 heavier than the macromolecular materials from the CMs Murchison 

and Murray or the CI Orgueil, however this value may be affected by the co-combustion of 

variable amounts of C6. Most of the samples show a less variable 6 l 5 ~  for high temperature 

'metallic' nitrogen, with all but Y790112 and Y790003 lying between +I70 and +182%0. 

Y790112 has a lighter value of +138%0 and Y790003 a heavier value of +201%0. The 
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reason for these differences remains unclear but Y790003 differs in other respects, containing the 

highest nitrogen concentration of the 'CRs' and the dual nitrogen release in stepped combustion is 

replaced by a single yield peak over a broad median temperature (400" to 700°C). 

With so many similarities in the strange chemistry, mineralogy and isotopic composition of 

the Renazzo-like meteorites, it seems reasonable to suggest a formation region in similar parts of 

the Solar nebula, possibly even the same parent body for all of the samples. However differences 

in volatile element concentrations (believed to be determined by heliocentric distance and therefore 

fixed for a given parent body: 1,4) between the meteorites, particularly between the first of these 

meteorites to be examined (A1 Rais and Renazzo) have been used to argue against a common 

source. However it must be emphasised that these meteorites are highly heterogeneous on the 

small scale, for example in the intrameteorite variability in the oxygen isotopic compositions. 

There are also at least two populations of small, millimetre and sub-millimetre inclusions with 

chemical and light element isotopic compositions similar to that of CI and CM chondrites (2). 

These inclusions are more than three times more abundant in A1 Rais (ca. 26 ~01%)  than Renazzo 

(Weisberg pers. comm.), thereby increasing the volatile element content toward CI values. The 

volatile element content would also be greatly affected by the possible presence, in variable 

quantities, of 'mysterite', a component containing a high concentration of volatile elements which, 

it has been suggested, may be present in Renazzo (1). 

From the carbon and nitrogen isotope data a single source for the CR chondrites cannot be 

excluded indeed many of the common features suggest a close genetic link, if not a single parent 

body for these unique, exotic meteorites. 

The availability of more 'CR' samples, some now in reasonably large quantities, will allow 

the examination of individual carbon and nitrogen components in the hope that this may enable an 

understanding of the isotopic systematics of the 'CRs' to be achieved. Initial acid residue 
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experiments are underway on El Djouf 001, the largest of the Saharan 'CR' sampl 
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Meteorite 
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EET 87770 

Y790003 

Y790112 

Mean Saharan CRs 
"Nitrogen data for Renazzo calculated from magnetic and non-magnetic separates 
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